OPPORTUNITY FOR SUMMER FUNDING FOR HUMANITIES DOCTORAL STUDENTS

The HHL seeks two humanities doctoral students to help faculty develop an integrated curriculum in health humanities and disability studies. The curriculum will include three components: teaching, research, and service (encompassing community building and student wellness initiatives).

THE APPLICATION REVIEW PROCESS WILL BEGIN MAY 1, AND WILL BE OPEN UNTIL FILLED.

Key graduate student responsibilities:

1) Organize information about opportunities for coursework in Health Humanities and Disability Studies at Duke (working with resources we will provide)

2) Rework and revise our applications for external, nationally-competitive grants

3) Explore other potential funding opportunities

4) Assist with applications for Duke-specific interdisciplinary collaborative curricular opportunities

5) Participate in faculty development in the areas of health humanities and disability studies

IF INTERESTED, SEND THESE ITEMS TO MONTGOME@DUKE.EDU: CV (2 page max), a letter of application, a letter of support from the department DGS, and a statement of need detailing confirmed summer funding and all pending funding requests.